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Facile synthesis of two-dimensional highly branched
gold nanostructures in aqueous solutions of cationic
gemini surfactant3
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Snowflake-like two-dimensional highly branched gold nanostructures (2DHBNs) have been constructed in

the presence of hexamethylene-1,6-bis (dodecyl dimethylammonium bromide) (C12C6C12Br2) through the

reduction of HAuCl4 by ascorbic acid. High resolution transmission electron microscopy results indicate

that the 2DHBNs are uniform in crystallographic orientation, where the branched nanostructures grow

along the ,211. direction and present multiple twin planes stacked along the ,111. direction. An ex

situ kinetic study, followed by TEM observations, shows that the 2DHBNs are evolved from triangular

nanoprisms through overgrowth along the ,211. direction. The gemini surfactant C12C6C12Br2 is found

to be the most essential factor for the formation of the 2DHBNs. C12C6C12Br2 may selectively absorb onto

the (111) planes, which promotes the construction of 2D nanostructures. Moreover, C12C6C12Br2 can act as

an excellent kinetic modifier to control the growth of the nanostructures, which also affects the

generation of branched nanostructures. The as-prepared 2DHBNs exhibit an efficient surface-enhanced

Raman scattering (SERS) property which has potential application in constructing sensitive SERS substrates.

Introduction

Two-dimensional (2D) noble metal nanomaterials with one
dimension much smaller than the other are a fascinating class
of materials with distinct dimension-dependent electronic,1

plasmonic2 and optical properties,3 which have potential
applications in sensors,4 diagnostics,5 photoluminescence,6

surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS),7 catalysis8 and so
forth. Driven by these intriguing properties and applications, a
great deal of effort has been devoted to fabricating various 2D
nanomaterials in the form of nanoplates,9 nanoprisms,10

nanodisks11 or nanobelts.12 In recent years, a new type of 2D
nanomaterial, namely 2D highly branched nanomaterials
(2DHBNs), has emerged.13,14 Compared to non-branched 2D
nanomaterials, 2DHBNs have a larger specific surface area and
a higher density of edges, corners and stepped atoms on their
branches. These characteristics make them ideal candidates
for SERS and catalysis.15–17 In order to improve the perfor-
mance of 2D nanomaterials, it is highly desirable to synthesize

2DHBNs with controlled nanostructures to understand the
dimension and shape dependent properties.

Due to the highly symmetric face-centered cubic (fcc)
structure of noble metal nanocrystals, the fabrication of
2DHBNs with a well-defined hierarchical nanostructure is still
a great challenge and the related reports are still limited.18 To
date, interface synthesis, which confines the crystal growth at
the air–liquid14,19 or liquid–solid15,16,20 interface, has been
demonstrated to be a feasible approach to construct 2DHBNs.
As an example, Pan and co-workers21 reported that gold
2DHBNs could be directly formed on TEM sample grids
through a seed-mediated method. However, most of the
reported 2DHBNs were polycrystalline and often bound to
solid substrates, which may restrict their applications in
electronics and optics. In addition, the 2D growth carried out
on a given surface limits the synthesis efficiency. To develop
solution-phase synthetic methods may overcome these dis-
advantages. Surfactant-assisted syntheses have been consid-
ered as an effective method to generate 2DHBNs. Chen and co-
workers22 obtained a mixture of gold monopods, bipods,
tripods and tetrapods through the reduction of HAuCl4 in the
presence of the cationic surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB). A high concentration of CTAB was needed to
obtain the branched particles and thus the authors suggested
that the self-assembled structures of concentrated CTAB might
play an important role in the construction of branched shapes.
Qi and co-workers23a reported that gold nanocombs could be
synthesized in mixed aqueous solutions of CTAB with the
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anionic surfactant sodium dodecylsulfonate (SDSn). It was
proposed that the mixed cationic–anionic surfactants exerted a
subtle control over the 2D branched growth of gold nanocrys-
tals due to the cooperative effect of the mixed surfactants.
Moreover Qi and co-workers23b found that well-defined 2D
gold nanodendrites could be achieved in a mixture of
dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTAB) and b-cyclodex-
trin (b-CD). The formation of supramolecular complexes of
DTAB with b-CD was considered to be a prerequisite for the
fabrication of the nanodendrites. Tilley and co-workers24

synthesized 2D highly branched palladium nanostructures
through their control over the reaction kinetics by varying the
ratio of oleylamine and oleic acid. Despite the importance of
surfactants, their roles have not been fully elucidated. The
most commonly used hypothesis is that surfactants act as
capping agents. In this case, surfactants are considered to
stabilize the growing nanocrystal and influence crystal habit
expression by minimizing otherwise higher energy facets.25–27

Furthermore, surfactants always form complexes with metal
ions and the complexes can further self-assemble into various
aggregates. The formation of complexes and aggregates
essentially influences the diffusion kinetics of the metal ions.
As a result, the nucleation and growth kinetics of nanocrystals
changes simultaneously. In a seed-mediated synthesis,28 the
CTA–Au(I) micelles have an extremely low collision frequency
with the gold seeds, which causes the growth rate to be
retarded by several orders of magnitude. Therefore, the
rational modulation of the adsorption and aggregation
behavior of surfactants will provide a feasible way to achieve
fine control over nanocrystal growth.

Gemini surfactants are constructed from two hydrophobic
chains and two polar/ionic head groups covalently connected
by a spacer group at the head group level. Due to the special
molecular architectures, the aggregates of gemini surfactants
have a higher charge density and stronger hydrophobic
microdomain compared with the corresponding single chain
surfactants.29 As a result, gemini surfactants exhibit a strong
adsorption ability at the liquid–solid interface, which makes
them excellent capping agents for nanocrystal syntheses.30

Moreover, gemini surfactants can form abundant aggregates at
a very low concentration range, including spherical micelles,
wormlike micelles, vesicles, lamellar structures and so on.29,31

Their outstanding aggregation capability enables them to act
as templates or crystal growth modifiers in the nucleation and
growth stages. Using gemini surfactants, various noble metal
nanomaterials, including spherical nanoparticles,32 nanorods/
nanowires,33,34 nanoribbons35 as well as nanoflowers,36 have
been fabricated. However, the construction of 2DHBNs with
gemini surfactants has not yet been reported.

Herein, we demonstrate a facile method for the controlled
synthesis of 2DHBNs with the assistance of the cationic
gemini surfactant hexamethylene-1,6-bis (dodecyl dimethy-
lammonium bromide) (C12C6C12Br2). Systematic studies were
performed to investigate the formation of the branched
nanostructures and a possible mechanism has been proposed.

Experimental section

Materials and methods

Chloroauric acid (HAuCl4?4H2O, 99.9%,) was purchased from
Shenyang Jinke Reagents Plant. Ascorbic acid (AA) of analytical
grade was obtained from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co.,
Ltd. Rhodamine 6G (R6G) was purchased from Aldrich. The
gemini surfactant C12C6C12Br2 was synthesized as reported37

and was used after repeated recrystallization. Milli-Q deio-
nized water (18 MV cm) was used to prepare all the solutions.

As a typical procedure, 8 mL of a C12C6C12Br2 solution (100
mM) and 66.7 mL of a HAuCl4 aqueous solution (24 mM) was
added into 9 mL of water in sequence and mixed. After that, 32
mL of freshly prepared AA (50 mM) was rapidly injected into
the above mixture with vigorous stirring for 30 s and the
reaction mixture was kept at 25 uC under static conditions for
at least 1 h. Upon adding AA, the color of the reaction solution
immediately changed from dark yellow to colorless, suggesting
the reduction of Au(III) to the Au(I) species. The color of the
solution then gradually changed from colorless to brown with
time, indicating the formation of gold nanoparticles. The
product was collected by centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 5 min.
Subsequently, the supernatant was removed and pure water
was added to the precipitate. The residue was dispersed by
sonication for 5 min. The rinsing procedure was repeated at
least three times to obtain the final gold nanomaterials.

Characterization of the gold nanostructures

The obtained gold products were characterized by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-4800, 10 kV), transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM, JEM-1011, 100 kV), high
resolution TEM (HRTEM, JEM-2100, 200 kV) and X-ray
diffraction (XRD, Rigaku D/max-2500, Cu–Ka radiation, 40
kV, 200 mA). SEM and TEM specimens were prepared by
placing one drop of the aqueous dispersion of the gold
product on a silicon wafer and a carbon-coated copper grid,
respectively, allowing water to evaporate at ambient tempera-
ture. For the XRD measurements, the gold product aqueous
dispersion was dropped onto a glass slide and allowed to dry
naturally in the air.

SERS measurements

For the SERS measurements, R6G was used as a probe
molecule. The SERS substrate was prepared by drop-casting
20 mL of 2DHBN dispersions on a 0.5 cm 6 0.5 cm silica wafer
and allowing to dry in the atmosphere. Then, 10 mL of a R6G
ethanol solution (1026 M) was spread onto the prepared gold
substrate. SERS measurements were carried out on a Renishaw
inVia Plus Raman microscope with excitation from a 785 nm
laser in one scan. The laser power was 10 mW. Spectra were
collected by focusing the laser beam onto the sample using a
506 objective, providing a spatial resolution of approximately
1 mm. The data acquisition time was 50 s for one accumula-
tion. To test the reproducibility, measurements were per-
formed at different positions on each sample.
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Results and discussion

Characterization of the 2DHBNs

A special kind of gold nanostructure, snowflake-like 2DHBNs,
was obtained by adding AA to a solution of 0.1 mM
C12C6C12Br2 and 0.2 mM HAuCl4. Fig. 1a shows the low
magnification TEM image of the 2DHBNs composed of many
nanoarms, which are grown from a core in a radial fashion.

The diameter of the 2DHBNs is ca. 3 mm. Two types of 2DHBNs
are found, differentiating in the shapes of their cores. One
adopts a quasi-circular core (Fig. 1b) and the other adopts a
distinct triangular nanoprism core (Fig. 1c). Although the
microscope observation cannot show the exact statistical
yields of the two types of products due to the superposition
of some 2DHBNs, the 2DHBNs with nummular cores are
obviously more dominant.

To obtain the crystallographic structure information, XRD
and HRTEM measurements were employed. As illustrated in
Fig. 2a, the XRD pattern of the 2DHBNs exhibits five sharp
diffraction peaks exclusively ascribed to gold crystals with a
face-centered-cubic (fcc) structure, indicating that the 2DHBNs
are pure, well-crystallized gold crystals. Fig. 2b is a represen-
tative TEM image of an individual 2DHBN lying on a copper
grid and the region marked with a white frame was selected to
carry out electron diffraction (ED) and HRTEM observations.
The ED pattern (Fig. 2c) shows the formally forbidden (1/
3){422} reflections, which can be indexed to the [1̄11] zone axis
of the fcc gold, indicating that the arm grows along the ,211.

direction and with the (111) plane as the top surface. The
related HRTEM image (Fig. 2d) exhibits clear lattice fringes
with a d spacing of 0.24 nm, which can be ascribed to the 3 6
{422} superlattice spacing of the fcc gold crystals, confirming
that the arm grows along the ,211. direction. Other arms of
the 2DHBN also grow along the ,211. direction, as
confirmed by HRTEM (Fig. S1, ESI3), indicating that the
2DHBNs are uniform in crystallographic orientation.

Fig. 1 TEM (a) and SEM (b, c) images of the obtained 2DHBNs from the
reduction of 0.2 mM HAuCl4 by 0.2 mM AA in the presence of 0.1 mM
C12C6C12Br2.

Fig. 2 XRD pattern of the 2DHBNs (a), TEM image of a representative 2DHBN (b), SAED pattern (c) and HRTEM image (d) of the tip of an arm, as marked by a white
frame in panel b.
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Furthermore, it should be pointed out that the appearance of
the forbidden spots of the 1/3{422} diffractions normally
suggests that at least one stacking fault or twin plane exists in
the (111) plane perpendicular to the electron beam.38 The
HRTEM image of a single arm perpendicular to the TEM grid
clearly shows the (111) twin planes, indicating that the
2DHBNs are twin crystals (Fig. S2, ESI3). On the basis of these
analyses, it can be concluded that the 2DHBNs grow along the
,211. direction and present multiple twin planes stacked
along the ,111. direction.

Time dependent growth of 2DHBNs

As mentioned above, a small amount of the 2DHBNs have a
triangular prism core, which implies that the nanostructure
may be generated by overgrowth from the triangular prism. In
order to confirm this hypothesis, the products from different
reaction times were isolated and characterized by TEM. The
reaction times were shortened to 2, 5, 10 and 30 min and the
TEM images of the typical gold nanoparticles formed are
shown in Fig. 3. The low magnification SEM images of the
nanoparticles obtained at different reaction times are shown
in Fig. S3, ESI.3

At the beginning of the reaction (2 min), typical triangular
nanoprisms formed (Fig. 3a) and premature tripods with a
distinct 3-fold symmetry evolved from the triangular nanopr-

isms (Fig. 3b), indicating that the branched growth starts from
the tips of the nanoprism. The triangular nanoprism grew into
matured tripods with three long arms within 5 min (Fig. 3c).
Interestingly, the second generation overgrowth from the arms
was also displayed in the products collected at 5 min (Fig. 3d).
The multi-generation overgrowth was observed after a reaction
time of 10 min (Fig. 3e). At 30 min, the structure turned into
complete snowflake-like 2DHBNs with a triangular nanoprism
central core (Fig. 3f). However, more of the final 2DHBNs
display a nummular core rather than a triangular prism
(Fig. 3g), which may be related to the inordinate overgrowth
and arm fusions (Ostwald ripening). In this case, the
overgrowth occurred both at the tips and the edges of the
triangular nanoprism (Fig. S4, ESI3) and the crowded arms
fused with each other, tending to develop into a nummular
core. It is therefore concluded that the multi-generation
branching growth from the triangular prism core gives birth
to a highly branched nanostructure.

HRTEM measurements were applied to investigate the
overgrowth direction of the above nanostructures. The results
for a typical intermediate of the 2DHBNs are shown in Fig. 4.
The appearance of the hexagonal diffraction from the {220}
and {422} planes with the zone axis along the ,111. direction
(Fig. 3b–d) and the 36 {422} superlattice spacing of the fcc
gold (Fig. 4e and f) indicates that the intermediate adopts the
(111) plane as the top surface and the branched arms grow
from the ,211. direction.

Fig. 3 TEM images of the gold products obtained after a reaction time of 2 min
(a, b), 5 min (c, d), 10 min (e) and 30 min (f, g). [C12C6C12Br2] = 0.1 mM, [HAuCl4]
= 0.2 mM, [AA] = 0.2 mM, 25 uC.

Fig. 4 TEM image for a typical intermediate of the 2DHBNs formed after a
reaction time of 10 min (a), the ED patterns of the regions marked by the white
square (b), triangle (c) and circle (d), and the HRTEM images of the related
region marked by a triangle (e) and circle (f).
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Effect of reaction temperature and AA concentration

Previous studies18,24 have demonstrated that branched growth
is driven by kinetic factors due to the highly symmetrical
crystalline structures of the fcc crystal. To investigate the
influence of the growth kinetics on the formation of the
present 2DHBNs, the reaction temperature was varied from 25
uC to 60 uC. Fig. 5 shows the effect of the reaction temperature
on the morphology of the as-prepared gold nanoparticles. As
illustrated in Fig. 1, 2DHBNs were formed at 25 uC. If the
temperature was increased to 30 uC, the product transformed
into three-dimensional highly branched nanostructures with
coral-like morphology (Fig. 5a). Further increasing the reaction
temperature to 40 or 50 uC led to a remarkable decrease in the
length and number of arms (Fig. 5b and c). When the
temperature was increased to 60 uC, quasi-spherical nanopar-
ticles were dominantly generated (Fig. 5d). In brief, the gold
products with the most extended and branched features were
generated at a temperature below 30 uC. Notably, a higher
temperature inhibits the branched growth of the gold
nanocrystal. The tendency to minimize the surface energy is
a determining factor to the shape of the nanoparticles.
Spherical or polyhedral nanoparticles with a low surface
energy are favored compared with branched nanostructures.
The formation of the equilibrium shape normally requires fast
kinetics. In the present situation, the branching degree of the
gold products decreases on raising the temperature. This
means that a higher temperature leads to faster growth of the
nanostructures, benefiting the formation of spherical nano-
particles with a low surface energy.

The influence of the growth kinetics on the formation of
gold nanocrystals was also studied by changing the reducing
agent concentration. Fig. 6 shows the effect of the AA

concentration on the morphology of the formed gold
nanoparticles. An obvious change of the product morphology
from highly branched nanostructures to irregular nanostars
with several tips can be observed with the increase of the AA
concentration. Clearly, the fast reduction rate blocks the
branched growth of gold nanocrystals. Branched nanostruc-
tures with a higher surface energy are kinetically-controlled
products and their formation requires that the rate of atomic
addition to the nucleated nanocrystal is greater than the
subsequent surface adatom diffusion otherwise stable shapes,
such as polyhedra, will form through adatom diffusion on the
surface of the growing nanocrystals.18,39 Herein, at high
concentrations of AA, a large number of nuclei form due to
the high reduction rate of the gold ions. The remaining gold
ions are significantly depleted by nucleation events. As a
result, the generation rate of adatoms is restricted and thus
the low concentration of adatoms per nucleated nanocrystal
makes the overgrowth unfavorable.

Effect of C12C6C12Br2 concentration

To clarify the role of C12C6C12Br2, control experiments were
performed in the absence of C12C6C12Br2 and in the presence
of C12C6C12Br2 with various concentrations, at a constant
concentration of HAuCl4 and AA. As shown in Fig. 7a, only
polyhedral gold nanoparticles were obtained without
C12C6C12Br2. In the solution containing 0.05 mM
C12C6C12Br2, irregular nanoparticles together with a small
amount of plate-like nanoparticles were formed (Fig. 7b).
When the C12C6C12Br2 concentration increased to 0.1 mM, the
products changed into the aforementioned 2DHBNs (Fig. 1).
However, on further increasing the C12C6C12Br2 concentration
to 0.2 mM or higher, branched growth was inhibited and

Fig. 6 Influence of AA concentration on the branched gold products formation
at 25 uC: 0.3 mM (a), 0.4 mM (b), 1 mM (c) and 2 mM (d). [C12C6C12Br2] = 0.1
mM, [HAuCl4] = 0.2 mM.

Fig. 5 Influence of the reaction temperature on branched Au nanocrystal
formation: 30 uC (a), 40 uC (b), 50 uC (c) and 60 uC (d). [C12C6C12Br2] = 0.1 mM,
[HAuCl4] = 0.2 mM, [AA] = 0.2 mM.
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triangular nanoprisms with short arms and irregular nano-
particles were formed (Fig. 7c). The product morphology was
stagnated at the initial stage of the 2DHBNs, indicating that
the kinetic factor plays an important role. In fact, the reaction
rate was extremely decelerated in the 0.2 mM C12C6C12Br2

solution, where no gold nanostructures were observed within 6
h and only a small amount of gold nanoparticles could be
collected after 12 h.

To better understand the growth kinetics related to the
C12C6C12Br2 concentration, time-dependent UV-vis absorbance

spectra were applied to monitor the reaction process. The
typical UV-vis absorption spectra of the 2DHBNs are shown in
Fig. S5, ESI.3 The absorbance at 400 nm (A400 nm) can be used
as an indication of the amount of metallic gold present in the
sample.40 Fig. 8 shows the evolution of A400 nm as a function of
time. In the absence of C12C6C12Br2, A400 nm significantly
increased and almost remained constant after 6 min (Fig. 8a).
In the presence of 0.05 mM C12C6C12Br2, the A400 nm

dramatically increased in the first 4 min and then reached a
plateau within 20 min (Fig. 8b). When 0.1 mM C12C6C12Br2

was used, different growth characteristics appeared (Fig. 8c).
A400 nm steadily increased within 18 min and then the slope
decreased and reached a plateau. As to the solution containing
a higher concentration of C12C6C12Br2, UV-vis absorbance
spectra were not suitable for monitoring the growth kinetics
anymore because large vesicles formed after the addition of AA
which led to an intense absorption around 400 nm. The
formation of the vesicles was confirmed by DLS and TEM
characterizations (Fig. S6, ESI3).

Apart from the kinetics effect, C12C6C12Br2 also acts as a
capping agent, which plays an important role in the final
morphology of the gold products. When C12C6C12Br2 was
replaced by the corresponding single chain surfactant dode-
cyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTAB), only irregular parti-
cles were observed in the product (Fig. S7, ESI3). Qi and co-

Fig. 8 The plot of A400 nm versus time for the reaction solutions with different
C12C6C12Br2 concentrations: 0 mM (a), 0.05 mM (b) and 0.10 mM (c).

Fig. 7 Influence of the C12C6C12Br2 concentration on the formation of branched
gold products at 25 uC: 0 mM (a), 0.05 mM (b) and 0.2 mM (c). [HAuCl4] = 0.2
mM, [AA] = 0.2 mM.
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workers23b obtained a similar irregular product in DTAB/
HAuCl4/AA, and found that if b-CD was introduced, the DTAB/
b-CD inclusion complexes could selectively adsorb onto the
gold (111) planes to give a 2D nanodendrite. This study
indicates that molecule structures could greatly influence the
adsorption selectivity of surfactants. Herein, the C12C6C12Br2

molecules may selectively anchor onto the (111) planes,
facilitating the formation of 2D nanostructures with the
exposed (111) plane as the top surface.

Possible formation mechanism of the 2DHBNs

On the basis of the results and discussions above, the possible
formation mechanism of the 2DHBNs is proposed as follows.
The process of the formation of 2DHBNs can be roughly
divided into two stages. The first stage involves the reduction
of Au(III) to Au(I) and then to Au(0) in the form of the
triangular nanoprisms. The second stage involves the radical
overgrowth along the ,211. direction from the center of the
triangular nanoprism through the autocatalytic reduction of
Au(I) on the surface.

C12C6C12Br2 is indispensable for the construction of
2DHBNs. The possible roles of C12C6C12Br2 can be described
as (i) a capping agent and (ii) a kinetics controller. Acting as a
capping agent, C12C6C12Br2 may selectively absorb onto the
(111) planes so that the 2D nanostructures are generated.
Acting as a kinetics controller, the quaternary ammonium
cations of C12C6C12Br2 can bind with both Au(III) and Au(I)
through strong electrostatic interactions and thereby lead to a
decrease in the reduction potential of the gold ions and a
decrease in the diffusion rate of the gold ions. In particular,
C12C6C12Br2 carries two charges and two hydrocarbon chains
and thus the binding of the gemini surfactant with the gold
precursor can reduce the diffusion rate of the gold ions to a
greater extent than the corresponding single chain surfactants.
As a result, C12C6C12Br2 can significantly influence the
nucleation and growth process. That is to say, the
C12C6C12Br2 concentration must be high enough in order to
yield the 2DHBNs. If the concentration of C12C6C12Br2 is too
low, extra gold ions cannot bind with C12C6C12Br2 and the
resultant rapid reduction rate will generate irregular nanopar-
ticles.

On the other hand, the present overgrowth of gold
nanostructures is an autocatalytic reaction. As reported,28 the
collision frequency of gold ions with nucleated nanocrystals is
another important factor which affects the growth rate.
Therefore, the difference in the diffusion rate between the
complexes of the gemini surfactant with the gold precursor
and the aggregates formed by the complexes should be
considered. The diffusion rate of larger aggregates should be
less than for smaller aggregates, inversely proportional to the
weight of the aggregates. Consequently, the large aggregates
should have a lower collision frequency to the nucleated
nanocrystals and significantly lower the growth rate of the
nanostructures, which will inhibit the generation of 2DHBNs,
just as the gold morphology was stagnated at the initial stage
of the 2DHBNs when large vesicles of C12C6C12Br2 (0.2 mM)
were applied.

SERS activity of 2DHBNs

Previous studies41 demonstrate that gold branched nanos-
tructures present a great deal of sharp corners, edges and
junctions, which act as electromagnetic hot spots for SERS.
Herein, the SERS sensitivity of the as-prepared 2DHBNs was
investigated using R6G as a model molecule. Fig. 9 shows the
Raman spectra of solid R6G and the SERS spectra of 1 6 1026

M R6G adsorbed onto a 2DHBN-decorated substrate. Only
several very weak Raman signals were presented in the
spectrum of the solid R6G, while extremely strong Raman
signals were clearly observed in the SERS spectrum. The
pronounced Raman peaks are in agreement with previous
work,42,43 which can be ascribed to the C–C stretching of the
xanthenes ring (1650, 1572, 1510, 1362 cm21), C–O–C
stretching (1312 cm21), C–H in-plane bending (1183 cm21),
C–H out-of-plane bending (773 cm21),and C–C–C ring in-plane
bending (611 cm21). The average calculated enhanced factor
(EF)44 for the R6G is 6.29 6 105 (ESI3). This strongly enhanced
effect indicates that the as-prepared 2DHBNs could be used as
an effective SERS substrate for many potential applications.

Conclusions

Snowflake-like 2DHBNs grown along the ,211. direction
have been fabricated using the cationic ammonium gemini
surfactant C12C6C12Br2. The gemini surfactant is not only a
capping agent but also as a kinetics controller in the formation
of the 2DHBNs. C12C6C12Br2 molecules may prefer to absorb
onto the (111) planes, promoting the generation of the 2D
nanostructures. Moreover, the binding of C12C6C12Br2 mole-
cules with gold ions leads to a decrease in the reduction
potential of the gold ions and a decrease in the diffusion rate
of the gold ions. When the C12C6C12Br2 concentration is high
enough, the collision frequency of the gold ions to the
nucleated nanocrystals can be greatly decreased by the large
vesicles formed with the complexes and in turn the growth rate
of the nanostructures can be lowered. As a result, the growth
rate decreases with an increase in the C12C6C12Br2 concentra-

Fig. 9 Raman spectrum of solid R6G and the SERS spectrum of R6G adsorbed
onto the 2DHBNs.
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tion and well-defined 2DHBNs are generated. The as-prepared
2DHBNs show a high SERS activity and have potential
application in SERS based detection and other nano-devices.
Due to the special adsorption and aggregation properties of
gemini surfactants, it is anticipated that novel nanostructures
of other noble metals can be synthesized using gemini
surfactants.
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